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The effects of composite preparation methods on the electrical properties such as electrical conductivities, electromagnetic 
parameters and EMI shielding effectiveness polymer/carbon fiber(CF)composites were investigated. The composites were 

prepared using injection molding machine, internal mixer and screw extruder. From the results of electrical properties, the Polymer/
CF (70/30, wt%) composites prepared by injection molding showed the highest electrical conductivity and EMI shielding effectiveness. 
This result seemed mainly due to the increased CF length when the Polymer/CF composite were prepared by injection molding, 
which was advantageous in forming stable conductive network of the composite. From the results of electromagnetic parameters of 
the Polymer/CF composites, the increased electrical conductivity of the composite prepared by injection molding was mainly due 
to the increased dielectric constants (ε' and ε") of the Polymer/CF composite. This enhanced dielectric constants seemed related 
to the percolation at a lower concentration of the CF which was affected by the increased CF length of the composite prepared by 
injection molding process. From the results of dielectric loss and magnetic loss factors of the Polymer/CF composite, the major 
electromagnetic absorbing mechanism was dielectric loss such as dipole polarization and interface polarization between filler and 
matrix, resulting improved EMI absorption values. The total EMI shielding effectiveness of the Polymer/CF composite consisted 
of 85.1% EMI shielding effectiveness by absorption and 14.9% EMI shielding effectiveness by reflection, suggesting that the EMI 
shielding was predominant by the absorbing mechanism of the incident electromagnetic wave. 
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